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Seeing Su Shou Dao kneeling on the ground and crying bitterly, Du Haiqing immediately subconsciously 

took a few steps back, broke away from his hands and seriously said, "Su Shou Dao, you know my 

character, when I agreed to marry you, I made three gentleman's covenants with you, do you still 

remember?" 

      Su Shou Dao nodded gently with red eyes, "Remember I remember all of that! Remember that 

word for word! Honey, I was really confused, please, forgive me just this once, okay?" 

      Du Haiqing said with a serious expression, "Su Shoudao, I want you to tell me first, what are 

those three Gentleman's Covenants respectively." 

      Su Shou Dao's heart ached and trembled, "The first of the gentleman's covenants, no matter 

what time or situation, as long as" 

      Du Haiqing pursued, "Just what?" 

      Su Shoudao sighed long and hard, "Hey! As long as as Ye Changba is willing to come back and 

accept you, I must divorce you unconditionally and never dwell on it!" 

      Du Haiqing nodded and asked him, "What about the second one?" 

      Su Shou Dao said, "The second rule is that after marriage, you may not be prevented from 

meeting with Ye Changya of a normal friend nature." 

      Du Haiqing asked again, "What about the third rule?" 

      "The third rule" murmured Su Shou Dao "The third rule is that you married me not for love, but 

to be able to have a stable family, so either of us need to scrupulously abide by the moral bottom line, 

not to be ambiguous or even have an actual relationship with another person of the opposite sex during 

the marriage relationship, if you change your mind, you must inform each other in advance and break 

up peacefully" 

      Du Haiqing hmmm, calmly said: "Since you all remember, then there is no need for me to repeat 

more, I will go back to my mother's house today, tomorrow morning the two of us to do the divorce 

procedures, hard work you print a divorce agreement in the evening, our two children are adults, and 

will not involve custody issues, as for the property of this family, I do not want a penny, that's it. " 

      Saying that, Du Haiqing turned around and left. 

      Su Shou Dao hurriedly kneeled in front of her, grabbed her suitcase and cried, "Wife, you don't 

know the specifics of what happened back then." 

      "He Yingxiu He Yingxiu she, she almost died trying to save me back then and ended up losing her 

arm, I wanted to make it up to her but she but she said she had a crush on me for years and just wanted 

to leave no regrets before she left." 

      "I was I was also touched plus impulsive, so so I had sex with her once." 



      "I swear to God, I, Su Shoudao, have only betrayed you that one and only time." 

      "Please, for the sake of our twenty-odd years of conjugal love, for the sake of our one pair of 

children, forgive me this time! I'm begging you." 

      Du Haiqing said seriously, "Su Shoudao, there are many ways to repay gratitude to a person, why 

do you have to choose the one that betrays the marriage?" 

      Su Shou Dao cried, "Wife I I'm just confused ah." 

      Du Haiqing waved his hand, "It doesn't matter if you're confused or not, the important thing is 

that you've made a choice. Since you've already made your choice, then be bold and courageous!" 

      The two of us can divorce tomorrow, even if we can't be husband and wife, we can still be 

friends; but if you're not willing to break up peacefully, then I'll have to sue for divorce in court. Ugly, 

isn't it?" 

      Su Shou Dao looked at Du Haiqing as he wept and choked out a question, "Honey, what exactly 

do I have to do for you to forgive me? If you tell me, I'll do my best! Even if it's a mountain of knives and 

a sea of fire!" 

      Du Haiqing smiled slightly, "Su Shou Dao, I'm sorry, I really can't forgive you." 

      Su Shou Dao's entire body trembled a bit and pursued her, "Wife, you and I have been husband 

and wife for over twenty years, do you really want to be so desperate?" 
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Du Haiqing asked him, "Su Shoudao, do you know why I loved Ye Changba so much in the first place?" 

      Su Shou Dao's entire body was startled. 

      He looked at Du Haiqing, his voice a little hoarse as he asked, "Why?" 

      Du Haiqing laughed bitterly a few times, his voice compassionate and pained, "When Changba 

was about to get married, I also ran to confess to him like He Yingxiu confessed to you" 

      "I even thought about giving him my body, even, I even had the exact same reason as Ho Young-

soo." 

      "I said to him at the time: coma, I've loved you for so many years without any results, if you really 

don't love me and really don't want to give me a result, then don't leave me with one last regret." 

      "I also said: the coma, a woman, the most precious is her own chastity, this chastity is precious 

because every woman, wish to be able to leave it to the man she loves most, and I, wish to be able to 

leave my own chastity to you." 

      At this point, Du Haiqing's voice also choked up, she looked at Su Shoudao and said with a cry, 

"But, the biggest difference between Changba and you is that Changba he didn't hesitate to reject me at 

that time! Because he said that he could never ruin my future!!!! For that alone, you'll never be able to 

compare to him!!!" 



      When Su Shou Dao heard this, he didn't say a word. 

      He felt his face was hot, so hot that he couldn't even open his eyes a bit. 

      When Du Haiqing saw that he didn't say anything, he sighed and said, "Su Shou Dao, husband 

and wife, let's get along, okay?" 

      Su Shou Dao's tears couldn't stop flowing. 

      He wanted to open his mouth again to say a few more words to admit his mistakes and beg for 

forgiveness before trying to find a way to plead and retain Du Haiqing. 

      However, when he thought of what Du Haiqing had just said, that she had also begged and 

pleaded with Ye Changba just like He Yingxiu had begged herself, and Ye Changba had rejected her, he 

really didn't have the face to justify himself anymore. 

      And he also knew very well that it was useless to excuse himself, Du Haiqing had made up his 

mind, he would definitely not turn back! 

      While he didn't know what to do, a sharp knock on the door came, and the butler said outside 

the door in a fiery voice, "Eldest Young Master, the Master asked me to tell you to rush there 

immediately, saying that there is an important matter of a hundred thousand urgent importance, so you 

must hurry!" 

      Su Shou Dao's entire body was a little horrified, he had been taking a shower, and after the 

shower out his wife was going to divorce him, so he had no idea that the Su family had now been 

pushed into the limelight because of the announcement from the Japanese National Security Agency. 

      He actually doesn't want to go anywhere right now, he just wants to use his best efforts to leave 

his wife behind, but his father's authority is not something he can disobey, and his father has asked the 

housekeeper to say that there is a major event of a hundred thousand urgent, if he delays, I'm afraid 

that his father's side will definitely be shocked and angry. 

      Thinking of this, he could only shout through the door to the housekeeper, "Okay, you go first, I'll 

get dressed and go over!" 

      "Yes!" 

      After the housekeeper left, Su Shou Dao looked to Du Haiqing and pleaded, "Wife, let's talk about 

it when I get back, okay?" 

      Du Haiqing shook his head, "There's no need to talk between us anymore, you'd better hurry to 

the old man's place." 

      Saying that, she took advantage of Su Shoudao's inattention, pulled up her suitcase and pushed 

out the door 
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Looking at Du Haiqing's resolute and headless back, Su Shoudao's heart ached so much that he almost 

suffocated. 



      He had long known that Du Haiqing didn't actually love him. 

      He had also long known that the person Du Haiqing had always loved in his heart was actually Ye 

Changba. 

      Moreover, Du Haiqing had underestimated Su Shoudao's wrist some of the time. 

      Although he never interfered with Du Haiqing's privacy on the surface, but behind the scenes, he 

had actually already felt everything that Du Haiqing did. 

      Many years ago, ever since mobile phones began to have wifi networking capabilities, Su Shou 

Dao had top network hackers closely monitor his own wifi network. 

      Du Haiqing's phone, when it was connected to the wifi, what software and websites were 

accessed after it was connected to the wifi, he was able to monitor all aspects of it through the set of 

tools provided by the hacker. 

      So, he also knew that Du Haiqing, for so many years, would secretly visit that web album's 

website almost every day when she wasn't around. 

      In order to know what secrets she was hiding in the web album, he even had his men use a 

peripheral shell of a company to directly acquire that web album's operating company. 

      After acquiring this company, he naturally grasped all the user data of this company. 

      Including what users had uploaded and browsed here, he was able to see everything in the 

database. 

      Therefore, he also already knew that Du Haiqing went to that online photo album every day to 

look at some of her photos with Ye Changba back then, or Ye Changba's own photos. 

      This had always been a huge torture for Su Shou Dao. 

      He couldn't accept the wife he loved so much beside him, and his heart was always thinking 

about other men. 

      Even though that man was already dead! 

      Is it possible that all the hard work and dedication she has put in is not as important to her as a 

dead man? 

      Because of all this, he had always hated Ye Changya to the bone. 

      Even though Ye Changya has been dead for many years, he still hates him to the extreme, and it 

hasn't diminished in the slightest over the years. 

      It's just that Su Shou Dao has always used the five words "vested interests" to hypnotize himself. 

      He thinks, even if Du Haiqing deeply love Ye Changba, so what? She's still married to herself, isn't 

she? And you've given yourself two children? 

      So, at the end of the day, he is Du Haiqing's man, and the only man she's ever had, and that's 

already an absolute victory. 



      But now, Du Haiqing resolutely left him, instantly destroyed his mentality of "vested interests", 

not a single dregs left. 

      Su Chengfeng's study was even larger than a normal villa's living room. 

      To put it plainly, this was Su Chengfeng's council room. 

      Like an ancient emperor's imperial study, Su Chengfeng not only read books and cultivated his 

body here, but also treated it as the core brain of the entire Su family. 

      He often discussed important matters of the Su family with his heirs and core members in the 

study, and many decisions that affected the Su family, and even the national business community, came 

from here. 

      Right now, Master Su had gathered the entire Su Family's second generation of descendants. 

      In addition to Su Shou Dao, there were also Su Shou De, Su Shou Ren, Su Shou Yi, Su Shou Li, Su 

Shou Zhi, and Su Shou Xin. 

      Su Chengfeng had five sons and two daughters, namely Dao, Virtue, Ren, Righteousness, Ritual, 

Wisdom, and Faith. 

      Because of his bitter struggle with Du Haiqing, Su Shou Dao was the last to arrive. 
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When he entered, he found the entire study, his father and six siblings, all in a state of panic. 

      This made him thud in his heart. 

      As far as he could remember, his father had always been calm and composed over the years, and 

had always been unchanged by the collapse of Mount Tai, so why would he be in such a state of panic 

today? 

      Moreover, he also noticed that the few siblings around him were now looking at themselves in a 

very strange way. 

      There was tension, fear, sympathy, and even pity in their eyes. 

      So, he asked nervously, "Dad, what's going on?" 

      Su Chengfeng looked up at him and asked with a bit of a guilty conscience, "You didn't see the 

news push?" 

      Soo Shoudao looked down at his pajamas and said awkwardly, "What push? I was taking a 

shower just now, and when I finished the housekeeper said you wanted to see me, so I rushed over 

without even taking my phone." 

      Su Chengfeng looked complex and sighed, saying, "Shou Dao ah, there are some things, you have 

to understand me more, I sit in this position, I really have to look at the big picture, I can't care too much 

about my children!" 

      Su Shou Dao was a bit startled. 



      He didn't quite understand why the old master suddenly said such words. 

      Moreover, the old master's tone seemed to be a bit like admitting his mistakes and asking for 

forgiveness. 

      One had to know that the old master had always treated his children and grandchildren with the 

utmost harshness! 

      The first time I was in the hospital, I had to go to the hospital for a few days and I was told that I 

had to go to the hospital for a few days. 

      It is also a good idea to use the same information to help you understand what you are talking 

about. 

      But why would he say that today? 

      Su Chengfeng, the master of the Su family, had indeed never admitted his mistakes to his 

children and grandchildren in his life. 

      He has always been extremely strong, quite like an ancient emperor. 

      In the eyes of ancient emperors, the most important thing was the country and the power in 

their hands, and their children would never be at the top of the list. 

      It was the same in his eyes. 

      The foundation of the Su family and his unshakable position as head of the family was the most 

important thing in his eyes. 

      In front of these, what did children and grandchildren count for? 

      However, this time, never in his wildest dreams did he think that Japan's National Security 

Agency, would find out about his collusion with the top brass of the Japanese Self-Defense Force! 

      They even found out the true identity of Su Ruo Li, the illegitimate daughter of Su Shou Dao and 

his own granddaughter! 

      Now, the whole country knows that he, Su Chengfeng, is a turtle bastard who would sacrifice his 

granddaughter's life for the sake of profit! 

      These children in front of him didn't know what they would think of themselves yet. 

      After all, any father or grandfather who did something like this, his children and grandchildren 

would definitely be very disappointed and would even respect him. 

      Therefore, Master Su knew very well in his heart: "This matter has now definitely caused me to 

be spurned by the world and caused the Su family to suffer major losses in every aspect, if I don't deal 

with the effects within the family, I, the head of the family, will most likely lose all my prestige 

immediately! Even the Su family may have the building falling down!" 

      "Right now, it's the most crucial moment for the Su family! Therefore, I must try to calm Su Shou 

Dao's mind as much as possible first, otherwise, if he finds out that it was me who betrayed his own 



daughter, and he can't be more understanding and tolerant to me on any level, then he will probably 

lead the fight against me in anger, and then the internal problems within the family will be too great!" 

      "If I can hold him steady, everyone else can!" 
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At this time, Su Shou Dao had yet to figure out what major event had happened. 

      So, he looked to Master Su and asked after him, "Dad, what's going on?" 

      Master Su sighed softly and stifled a sigh, "Hey is Ruo Li" 

      Su Shou Dao hurriedly asked after him, "Found Ruo Li's whereabouts?!" 

      Master Su shook his head: "haven't kept the road ah, about Ruo Li this matter, dad has to 

apologize to you also hope you can forgive dad" 

      Su Shou Dao did not expect the old man to apologize to himself, busy saying, "Dad, what are you 

doing there is anything you can say, Ruo Li this matter even if the end did not succeed in saving, I will 

not blame you." 

      Su Shou Dao also felt that the old man had indeed put in a lot of effort to save Su Ruo Li. 

      The company's main business is in the area of the company's business, and the company's main 

business is in the area of the company's business, and the company's main business is in the area of the 

company's business. 

      Master Su sighed at this time, "Hey this matter, I'm old and confused ah! The matter of rescuing 

Wakari was already extremely difficult, and Wakari had committed a felony in Japan, which was simply 

not a problem that money could solve." 

      He said, his eyes were a little red and he choked with shame, "Shoudao ah, I knew it would be 

difficult to save Ruo Li, so I made a secret agreement with the top brass of the Japanese Self-Defense 

Force" 

      Su Shoudao was startled and asked off the cuff, "Agreement?! What agreement? How did you 

come to an agreement with the SDF? Wakari and more than fifty other masters were captured by the 

Japanese Self-Defense Force ah!" 

      Master Su lamented, "Hey, I'm also on the principle of maximizing profit, so I want to put on a 

show with the SDF, on the one hand, it will allow the SDF to make another miracle in front of Japanese 

society and allow us to establish a good relationship with the SDF um, on the other hand, it will also 

stabilize the He family, in the end, everything is also for the sake of the Su family" 

      Su Shou Dao was stunned, "Dad, what the hell do you mean? Did you just put on a show when 

you said you wanted to save Ruo Li?!" 

      Su said in great pain, "I have my reasons too!" 

      Su Shou Dao tried to control his emotions and spoke up, "You guys kept talking about news 

pushing before, what exactly is news pushing?!" 



      Master Su gave his second son, Su Shoude, a wink, and Su Shoude immediately handed his cell 

phone to Su Shoudao and spoke, "Big brother, you should read this article first." 

      Su Shou Dao took the phone and read it carefully, word by word. 

      When he finished reading the article, Su Shou Dao's entire body almost stormed off! 

      "This old man is using my own daughter as a bargaining chip to curry favor with the Japanese 

Self-Defense Force! Is this man even half human?" 

      "No wonder, no wonder Du Haiqing knows about Su Ruoli! No wonder she wants to divorce me 

all of a sudden! So it was all dug up by the JSA!" 

      Thinking of the fact that just now his wife Du Haiqing had resolutely left home and had to divorce 

herself because of Su Ruorui's matter, combined with the news of this thunderbolt from the clear sky 

right now, Su Shoudao's entire body had become somewhat unable to stand. 

      He glared at Master Su and angrily rebuked, "Ruo Li is your granddaughter! How could you do 

that? Do you know, because of what you've done, if I don't know where I am now, Haiqing will divorce 

me too! Why are you doing this? Why?" 

      Su said earnestly, "Guarding the Way! Even if I don't, there's no way we can save Ruo Li!" 

      Su Shou Dao gritted his teeth and retorted, "It's impossible to save Ruo Li, so do you have to 

make a show out of it? Do we have to take Wakame out to please the Japanese Self-Defense Force?!" 

      When Master Su saw that Su Shou Dao's attitude was harsh, he frowned slightly and said in a 

somewhat icy tone, "I told you, I'm doing all of this for the sake of the Su Family!" 

      Su Shou Dao couldn't control his anger and shouted harshly, "Su Family's interests?! Is it possible 

to sacrifice my daughter's life for the sake of the Su family?!" 
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Master Su coldly said, "Don't forget, she's just an illegitimate daughter whose status is not to be seen!" 

      Su Shou Dao shouted angrily, "So what if it's a bastard daughter? The illegitimate daughter is also 

my Su Shou Dao's daughter!" 

      Master Su was equally angry and questioned him, "What? Are you questioning my decision? Are 

you trying to settle a score with me after the fall?!" 

      Su Shou Dao gritted his teeth and said, "Just because you made such a mess, my own daughter is 

missing and my wife is going to divorce me!" 

      Master Su said coldly, "Don't think that I'm the one who harmed Ruo Li, you're the one who 

really harmed her!" 

      "How could the Japanese government have hated her if you hadn't let her exterminate the entire 

Matsumoto family?" 

      "Your own daughter is the number one felon in Japan because she carried out your orders!" 



      "With all the crimes you've allowed her to commit, she's bound to die according to Japanese 

law!" 

      "So remember, it's all your fault! It's your fault! Not me!" 

      When Su Shou Dao heard this, his entire expression was like being struck by lightning, and in an 

instant, he became incomparably ashamed. 

      Master Su was right. 

      If he hadn't had to exterminate the entire Matsumoto family at that time, Su Ruodao wouldn't 

have ended up like this! 

      Therefore, when he heard this, the anger in his heart instantly subsided quite a bit due to his 

shame and self-loathing. 

      Seeing that a reversal was expected, Master Su immediately took advantage of the victory and 

said sternly, "So, even if I don't make a move like this, there's no way Su Ruorui will survive at all! How 

can you say that I hurt her? Even if she doesn't end up surviving, you're the one primarily responsible, 

not me!" 

      "Rather, it's precisely because I've made such a mess that I've instead given Su Ruorui a chance to 

live!" 

      "You know, she's unaccounted for right now! This proves that she's neither in the hands of the 

Japanese Police Department nor the Japanese Self-Defense Force, so maybe she'll actually find a chance 

to survive!" 

      Su Shou Dao's entire body was decrepit. 

      He also knew that with Su Ruorui's crime, in the Japanese judicial system, there was bound to be 

only one possibility of the death penalty, the old man was right, if Su Ruorui really died, a large part of 

the blame would be on himself. 

      At this time, Master Su's tone was cold as he continued, "As for Du Haiqing, if she wants to 

divorce you, let her divorce you!" 

      "Unlike us, the Du family are all in high positions and are very concerned about face, if something 

like you having an illegitimate daughter is exposed, even if Du Haiqing doesn't divorce you, the Du family 

will definitely force her to divorce you for the sake of face." 

      "Anyway, the Du family's historical mission to the Su family has been completed, and we won't 

have any need for them in the future, so divorce isn't a bad thing." 

      Su Shou Dao said incomparably dejectedly, "But my feelings for Hai Qing are from the bottom of 

my heart" 

      "I know." Master Su snorted and said, "Do you know what I'm most unhappy with about you?" 

      Su Shou Dao shook his head blankly. 



      Master Su snapped harshly, "What I'm most dissatisfied with you is that you were so humble 

when you faced Du Haiqing! How can a man of the Su family be so lowly to a woman!" 
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Faced with his father's rebuke, Su Shou Dao looked pained and said, "Dad, isn't that how things like 

feelings work? There's always one side that's more committed than the other, and besides, Haiqing has 

been living a down-to-earth life with me all these years, and in comparison, I've let her down." 

      Su Chengfeng waved his hand with a somewhat impatient expression and said, "Let's not talk 

about Haiqing's matter, now is not the time to discuss those children of yours, the most crucial thing 

now is how to deal with our next trouble!" 

      "Yes big brother!" The second Su Shoudeh said with a sad face: "We are really poking a hornet's 

nest now, the whole of Japan is now agitated against the Su family, but also the domestic people think 

we are ruthless and unrighteous, the network is all crusading our speech, tomorrow the stock market 

opened, we those listed companies' share prices will certainly plummet, then our losses can be 

immeasurable! " 

      The third oldest, Su Shouren, took off, "Also, now even our own people will probably be chilled 

by Su Ruorui's matter, the children still don't know if they've heard about it, and if they did, I'm afraid 

they'll think more about it in their hearts" 

      Su Chengfeng said with a black face, "Go back and tell all your children! The reason why I'm 

taking Su Ruorui to work with the Japanese Self-Defense Force is because Su Ruorui is not an upright 

legitimate daughter, but an illegitimate daughter who has seen the light of day, on the other hand, 

because Su Ruorui herself is already certain to die, so let your children not think too much! And don't 

even discuss the matter within the family, offenders will be sent straight to South America for three 

years!" 

      As soon as everyone heard this, their expressions were all shaken. 

      The old master must have felt very humiliated by this matter, and as the manipulator behind it, 

he must have felt unable to hold his head up once it was exposed. 

      So, one by one, everyone remained silent in a heartbeat, no one spoke or even nodded their 

heads. 

      This was what made the Su family scion smart. 

      They all knew that the old man was extremely concerned about his own face and authority, so 

once he felt that this incident was a scandal and didn't want anyone to mention it again, they simply 

didn't even give a correct answer and completely pretended that it wasn't the case. 

      When Master Su saw that everyone was silent, his face softened a bit and he spoke, "I'm going to 

arrange a few things now, so listen up, all of you!" 

      The people were just coming forward and respectfully saying, "Dad, you said it!" 

      Master Su coldly commanded, "First, from now on, contact all the media we can get in touch 

with and pay a lot of money to have them delete the report!" 



      "Secondly, contact all social media, platforms, and apps and ask them to remove this incident of 

the Su family from all hot lists and remove negative content!" 

      "Third, have the navy go out and dispel the rumors, claiming that this whole thing is a 

competitor's fiction and that Su Ruo Li isn't even a descendant of the Su family! Anyone who dares to 

spread rumors on the Internet as well as other media platforms must be held legally responsible!" 

      The crowd nodded their heads. 

      Master Su sighed, "With this current situation, our Su Family can only carry out crisis public 

relations." 

      "As long as the crisis PR is done well, it is not impossible to turn the tide against the wind." 

      "Of course, turning the tables against the wind is only possible in terms of domestic public 

opinion, the Japanese people and government now hate the Su family to the bone, no matter how much 

the Su family is washed, it is impossible to wash it in Japan, in the future, definitely don't want to make 

money from the Japanese people, and in the future, the Japanese side will definitely report back to the 

Su family in all directions." 
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Su Shou Dao forced himself to temporarily put Du Haiqing as well as Su Ruo Li out of his mind and asked, 

"Dad, do you have an estimate of how much damage this matter will cause us?" 

      Su Chengfeng sighed, "It's not good to say for now, Japan is the largest market in the whole of 

Asia besides our Chinese homeland, and this piece alone is an immeasurable loss to our Su family's 

present, as well as the future!" 

      "And Japanese companies have been overseas for many years and have a great influence, they 

are deeply involved in both the US and European markets, if they really want to snipe the Su family 

overseas, then all our future overseas expansion will be greatly affected!" 

      The second youngest, Su Shoudeh, pursued, "Dad, isn't there any way we can remedy our 

relationship with the Japanese government?" 

      "Remedy?" Su Chengfeng smiled bitterly, "How to remedy it? If we can find Su Ruorui and return 

her to the Japanese justice department again, that's more or less salvageable, but now that Su Ruorui's 

whereabouts are unknown, what can we do?" 

      Su Shou De was busy saying, "Then find a way to find Su Ruo Li! When the time comes, turn Su 

Ruorui over to the Japanese judiciary, attach a verbal and sincere public apology letter, and if possible, 

pay a sum of money in compensation, and the matter should be alleviated somewhat!" 

      Su Chengfeng waved his hand: "Even if we want to pay compensation, we have nowhere to 

compensate, the Matsumoto family was wiped out, even if we want to compensate their relatives a sum 

of money, we have to be able to fucking find the relatives ah! When the time comes, it will rather touch 

the nerves of the Japanese people even more!" 

      Once everyone heard this, they also agreed. 



      This matter was indeed different from an ordinary criminal case. 

      In a normal criminal case, as long as one actively compensates the family of the deceased and 

allows them to voluntarily issue a letter of understanding, one can obtain a certain degree of leniency 

from the law as well as public opinion. 

      However, Su Ruo Li exterminated the entire Matsumoto family, even the son of Yoshito 

Matsumoto who had already changed his surname after his ex-wife was not spared, the Matsumoto 

family was dead, how can there be any relatives? 

      Therefore, even if the Su family wanted to compensate, there was no one to compensate. 

      Su Shou De said with an angry face, "Since that's the case, let's prepare for it with two hands, on 

the one hand, let's hurry up and do crisis PR, and on the other hand, let's hurry up and find Su Ruo Li's 

whereabouts!" 

      Saying that, he looked at Su Shoudao with a regretful face and said seriously, "O big brother! You 

also don't blame the younger brother for saying you, you said that this whole thing is all you made up, if 

you hadn't messed around with He Xiuying back then, there wouldn't have been such a tricky 

illegitimate daughter as Su Ruo Li." 

      When Su Shou Dao saw that Old Two had actually suddenly turned on himself, he frowned tightly 

and said in a cold voice, "Shou Dao, it was twenty years ago, and you're still bringing it up now, making a 

big deal out of it in front of Dad as well as the other siblings, what exactly are your intentions?" 

      Su Shou Dao didn't expect that the big brother was so sharp that he could see through his own 

mind at once, and he also took the first step to give himself a moral kidnapping in front of his dad and 

younger siblings. 

      He himself wanted to take advantage of the problem in front of the old man and put all the 

blame for this incident on Su Shou Dao, so that it was tantamount to helping Dad shift the blame, and 

also throwing a pot of dirty water on Big Brother in front of Dad. 

      However, Su Shou Dao's brain was really quick, and he splashed the pot of dirty water back again 

in no time. 

      So, he immediately said again, "Big brother is right, Su Ruo Li is in her early twenties, there's no 

point in saying this again, but let's talk about the immediate future! If only you'd stayed calm and didn't 

let Su Ruorui destroy the whole Matsumoto family, we wouldn't be here today! In the end, it's all the 

trouble you caused!" 

Chapter 2229 

Su Shou Dao had already prepared a combination of punches. 

      His intention was that the first punch would first attack Su Shou Dao's inability to control his 

lower body and his promiscuity back then, causing these subsequent problems. 

      The second punch followed, and then attacked Su Shou Dao for being too brutal, having to 

exterminate his entire family, resulting in such a disaster. 



      This first punch pounced in vain, but this second punch, however, hit Su Shou Dao's face solidly. 

      The other Su sons and daughters, upon hearing this, also appeared to be in agreement. 

      After all, these matters in Japan had nothing to do with them, and now they were implicated as 

well, all because of Su Shou Dao alone. 

      Su Shou Dao's expression became very ugly. 

      The order to exterminate the entire Matsumoto family was indeed given by himself to Ruo Li. 

      However, there was one thing he didn't dare to say. 

      At that time, the old master had once given himself the authorization, and what he meant at that 

time was that he would severely punish the murderer after finding out who he was. 

      If the old master hadn't set the tone, he might not have dared to give Su Ruorui the order to 

exterminate his family. 

      But this was something Su Shoudao couldn't say, nor did he dare to say it. 

      He also knew that as far as the matter of exterminating the entirety of the Matsumoto family 

was concerned, on the one hand, he was indeed the one who gave the order, and on the other hand, he 

was indeed a bit impulsive at the time. 

      At the time of the incident, when Su Shoudao learned that the one who kidnapped his son and 

daughter was actually Yoshito Matsumoto, and that Matsumoto had almost killed Su Zhiyu and Su Zhifei, 

Su Shoudao felt unbearably angry. 

      Yoshito Matsumoto wanted to kill his son and daughter, which in his opinion was a treasonous 

act. 

      If he just killed Yoshito Matsumoto, he wouldn't be able to get out of his heart! 

      Also, the way Yoshito Matsumoto acted at that time was indeed very sinister and vicious! 

      If he only killed him, the other Matsumoto family members would definitely take revenge for 

him, and would then definitely use even more sinister and poisonous tactics to deal with him. 

      That was why, in order to vent his anger on the one hand, and to prevent any future trouble 

forever on the other, he had decided to let Su Ruo Li lead the Su Family experts to exterminate the 

Matsumoto Family! 

      However, who could have known that after Su Ruo Li had wiped out the Matsumoto family, he 

hadn't been able to escape! 

      If she had escaped, there would be no proof of this. It doesn't matter if all of Japan thinks the 

Matsumoto family was killed by themselves. Without proof, who cares what these people say? 

      However, the bad dish is that Su Ruo Li, as well as the other Su masters, were directly wrapped in 

dumplings by the Japanese self-defense forces when they fled Japan 



      This, in one fell swoop, pushed the whole thing into an abyss that even Su Shou Dao couldn't 

control. 

      Now, Su Shou Dao was attacking him with this matter, and he simply didn't know how to 

respond. 

      When Su Shou Dao saw that his big brother was at a disadvantage and didn't say anything else, 

he immediately realized that he had hit his big brother in the seventh inch, so he hurriedly took 

advantage of the situation and spoke up. 

      "Brother! We also expect you to lead us and the entire Su Family to create new glories in the 

future, but if you can't control your own temperamental personality, I'm afraid the Su Family will suffer 

a big loss at your hands in the future!" 

      "You can't blame me for being a straight talker as a younger brother, I also want our Su family to 

be better in the future! As the future helmsman of the Su family, you have to be able to listen to 

different voices so that we, your siblings, can better support you, don't you think so?" 

      Su Shou Dao's face turned green at these words! 

Chapter 2230 

He was a smart man, so he knew exactly how much murderous intent was contained in his brother's 

seemingly pushy words. 

      He gnashed his teeth in his heart and surmised, "Su Shou De, Su Shou De! You're really looking 

for a fucking opportunity to fall on your sword!" 

      "The whole thing, although I'm also to blame, it wasn't me who put the Su family in this passive 

situation, it was the old man! But, this bastard Su Shou De is dumping all the blame on me in front of 

everyone, this is forcing me to take the blame!" 

      "If I carry it, then I'm the one who's guilty of all this;" 

      "But if I don't want to carry it, the old man won't know what to think, and he'll hate me very 

much in his heart!" 

      "Moreover, this son of a bitch, Su Shou De, repeatedly mentioning me as the future helmsman of 

the Su family in front of the old master, and saying something about better support for me, isn't that 

fucking murderous?!" 

      "The old man's alive! And the old man is still firmly in control of the entire Su family! But Su 

Shoudeh is repeatedly saying I'm the future helmsman in front of him, he's trying to make the old man 

hate me!" 

      "Since ancient times, the emperor who lived a long life was most guarded against the crown 

prince! Because, in his opinion, the Crown Prince is always coveting his throne and his power, so the 

Crown Prince must always be wishing for his death!" 

      "Deep down inside, the old man must have the same wariness about me!" 



      "Now that Su Shou De has mentioned this, the old man's guard against me will definitely become 

stronger!" 

      "Not only that! By doing this, Su Shou De was secretly helping the old man out! 

      "Originally, the old man was the bastard who traded his granddaughter's life for profit, regardless 

of his bloodline!" 

      "But the blame for being bitten so furiously by Sushoudeh has gone to my head! The old man 

must have been so pleased in his heart with this operation by Su Shou De! It's a fucking abomination!" 

      It was just as Su Shou Dao expected. 

      As soon as Su Shou Dao finished speaking like that, Master Su's face immediately looked much 

better. 

      He thought to himself, "Someone always has to take the blame for such a big pot, as the saying 

goes, a dead Daoist doesn't die a poor Daoist, and since Shou De has simply dumped the pot on Shou 

Dao, I'm happy to take it easy!" 

      So he said in a cold voice, "Keep the word! What do you think of what Shou De has just said?" 

      Su Shoudao wanted to die. 

      "What do I think? What the fuck am I supposed to think? My actual opinion is that Sue Shourd is 

completely full of shit! But can I say that? Can I fucking tell?" 

      "If I'm going to fucking really say that Su Shoudeh is farting, doesn't that mean I'm still going to 

dump the pot back on your old man? With your old man Jairus's temper, how the fuck am I ever going to 

get by?" 

      Thinking of this, Su Shou Dao sighed long and hard in his heart, "Hey! If you say a thousand 

words, you'll end up having to break your teeth and swallow!" 

      So, he said with a shameful face, "Dad, I admit everything Shou De said, this matter is indeed all 

my fault, I was wrong, don't worry, I will definitely take this as a warning and actively correct it in the 

future." 

      Su Chengfeng suddenly felt that the breath that was blocked in his chest, instantly dissipated. 

      It is true that people do not want to take the blame, and then close people, each other will also 

dump the blame, as if the child was sick, the husband complained that his wife did not take good care of 

the wife, the wife complained that her husband usually does not care; out late did not catch the car, the 

husband complained that his wife make-up change delay, the wife complained that her husband driving 

too slow dilly dallying. 

      Anyway, as long as you can dump the blame to someone else, even if it is dumped to his own 

son, is also a great blessing to the whole world. 

      So, he gently nodded his head and said in a serious tone, "You, as the son of a Su parent, do 

things too impulsively, you really should polish those edges on you." 



      Saying that, he cleared his throat and continued, "Ahem, how about this! From now on, until this 

matter is completely resolved, you'll stay out of the public eye, quietly go to Australia for a while, and 

wait for the limelight to pass." 

 


